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考试预测机经中提醒考生们关注四套托福考试机经，分别

是2009.5.31、2009.7.25、2009.9.12和2009.10.10这四套大陆机经
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，希望能助各位一臂之力。 09.09.12CN： Do you agree with the

following statement? Children should only study or play and don’t

have to do household chores. In the past in America, children were

valuable workers. For example, they helped on the arm or in the

family business in order to bring in money. Just a couple of

generations later, attitudes have changed. Now children are hardly

expected to work at all. Modern children often don’t even do

chores. This is sad, because I think that they are missing something if

they don’t help out at home. Sharing in household tasks benefits

children of all ages. First of all, household tasks build skills. Very

young children learn motor skills and classification skills when they

pick up their toys and put them away. Talking about how to do

things helps them learn to analyze situations. Older children learn

skills they’ll need as an adult. Cleaning and cooking may seem dull,

but knowing how to do them well makes life a lot easier. How many

young adults leave for college unable to do their own laundry or

cook anything besides a frozen microwave dinner? It’s amazingly

common. When everyone in a family helps out, the family is happier.

Nowadays it’s common for both parents to work . when they come



home, they have more work to do. Life is stressful and there’s no

time for fun. By sharing household tasks, everyone gains. Children

can help their parents with simple tasks such as picking up their own

rooms, putting away their own laundry, starting dinner occasionally,

or taking care of younger siblings. Then the family can relax together,

and parent won’t feel like servants to their “couch potato”

offspring. The most important thing children learn from helping with

household tasks is responsibility. Handling everyday tasks teaches

organization and time management skills. Children learn that chores

have to be completed before they can play, or before they get their

allowances. Children who understand that effort pays off will be

more successful later in life. Kids should not work all the time. A

happy life needs balance. But if they can successfully handle tasks at

home, they will handle life better too. They will know the satisfaction

of doing a good job, be involved in family life, and become more

confident and responsible adults. Some high schools require all

students to wear school uniforms. Other high schools permit

students to decide what to wear to school. Which of these two school

policies do you think is better? Use specific reasons and examples to

support your opinion. Many high schools, both public and private,

require students to wear uniforms. I think that such a policy is an

excellent idea because uniforms can make things more equal for all

students. First, uniforms make students equal on an economic level.

With uniforms, students from poor families dress the same as

students from rich families. This can prevent envy and jealousy about

stylish clothes. It can also encourage students to form friendships



based on personality, not clothes. Second, uniforms can reduce

unequal treatment by teachers. Research suggests that teachers often

have higher expectations for more attractive students, which include

those students with nicer clothes. This special attention can include

providing more challenges and opportunities for these students.

Uniforms help teachers make judgments based on ability, not

appearance. Finally, uniforms encourage the individual students of a

school to feel like part of a bigger group. Their feelings of being

together, working together and having something in common are all

helped by uniforms. It is my opinion that all schools should have a

policy requiring uniforms. Uniforms give every student an equal
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